
Free trial: HxGN Metrology Reporting
Discover how you can centralise reports, gain insights and 
monitor part statuses with dedicated cloud-based software

HxGN Metrology Reporting is a simple, intelligent and accessible cloud-based software designed to centralise 
reporting functionality, making it accessible for all users on one single, scalable platform.

HxGN Metrology Reporting consolidates data from disparate sources to give manufacturers access to real-time 
metrology information and insights, increasing productivity through faster and better decision making. 

The solution also offers additional insights and data analysis, providing users with essential intelligence that 
could otherwise be missed.

Simple 
Intuitive UX principles and user driven workflows provide quick and efficient access to required data and insights.

Intelligent 
Work seamlessly with data from both PC-DMIS and QUINDOS to view metrology data, as well as gain insights 
across all or individual parts.

Accessible
Easily log in and authenticate via an internet browser to access the software  
and all metrology data wherever and whenever it is needed.

Sign up for your free trial of HxGN Metrology Reporting at  
hexagonmi.com/tryHxGNMetrologyReporting

http://www.hexagonmi.com/tryHxGNMetrologyReporting
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hexagonmi.com/tryHxGNMetrologyReporting

HxGN Metrology Reporting key features
Supporting manufacturers with metrology data and insights

Real-time parts dashboard 
View the status of the latest measured part, drill down for details on failures, and view  
PC-DMIS or QUINDOS metrology reports from any device.

 
 
Measurement session history 
Search an archive of historical dimensional data and metrology reports to recall specific reports.

 
 
Modern interactive report 
View and interact with dimensional data in a modern and simple new report format to focus 
on what’s most important.

 
 
Control checks and trend charts 
Apply rules to keep an eye on the process and receive alerts when things get out of control.

 
 
Simplified collaboration 
Share key reporting data with colleagues easily without the need to attach reports to an email.

 
 
Instant email and system notifications 
Receive instant email and system notifications for subscribed events that occur on any 
measured part.
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